
ABSTRACT
Context-aware applications adapt their behavior depending
on thestateof thephysicalworld alongwith otherinforma-
tion representing context. This requires context manage-
ment, i.e., the efficient management of context information
and feasible context representations in order to allow rea-
soning.This paperdiscussestwo commonapproaches,spa-
tial context models and contextual ontologies, and argues
for acombinedapproachproviding theefficiency of context
management through context models combined with the
semantic expressiveness of ontologies.
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INTRODUCTION
Context-aware systems have attracted researchers in the
past years starting from location-aware computing. Early
work [1] considered context to be related to the location of
users, the people nearby, and resources which can be
accessed based on the spatial proximity. Depending on the
focus of research projects, further definitions of context
have been proposed. Projects related to Human Computer
Interactionfocusedonuser’sactivity or socialenvironment,
e.g., in order to adapt the behavior of a cell-phone [2]. The
user’s location was only of interest as long as it could be
used to derive information about his activity.

Theprogressin technologywith respectto theminiaturiza-
tion of computing and sensing devices will lead to billions
of information sources placed in our physical world which
will constantly report changes in the physical world cap-
turedvia sensors.This informationis relatedto locationsin
the physical world as well as to users. This is an integral
partof context concerningthelocationsaswell astheusers.
Some existing information spaces also provide information
about physical entities. Common to this information is the

relation between physical entities (such as users or loca-
tions) and virtual entities (such as applications). This rela-
tion is independentof theorigin of theinformation:it could
besensedby sensorplatforms,providedby applications,by
information spaces like WWW or geo-models from GIS.

Context-aware appl ications use context information in
order to adapt their behavior. The different context sources
and characteristics of context information, e.g., type and
representation, has led to a number of different approaches
to supply applications with context information. Besides
specializedapproaches,e.g.,thecontext toolkit [3] for sen-
sor integrationor thelocationstackfor positioningsystems
[4], two majorclassesof genericcontext managementexist.
Context models provide a database-style management of
context informationandtypically offer interfacesfor appli-
cationsto querycontext informationor receivenotifications
on context changes.Contextual ontologies addresstheneed
of appl ications to access a thorough representation of
knowledgeto reasonaboutcontext informationandto react
accordingly.

This paper discusses the relation between spatial context
modelsandontologiesin context management.A combined
architectureis approachedbasedontheclassificationof [5],
and arguments are given with respect to the scalability and
theappropriatenessof abstractionsfor applicationprogram-
mers. Next, a brief classification of context and context-
aware applications is presented. Context models are dis-
cussedin Section3 andontologiesfor context management
in Section 4. A combined approach is presented in Section
5 before the paper closes with a conclusion and an outlook
to further research.

CONTEXT AND CONTEXT AWARE APPLICATIONS
The following definition is based on the discussion in [6]
and reflects a general view on context information, similar
to the one in [7].

Definition Context: Context is the information which can
be used to characterize the situation of an entity. Entities
arepersons,locations,or objectswhichareconsideredto be
relevant for thebehavior of anapplication.Theentity itself
is regarded as part of its context.

It is interestingto seethatanentitycanbepartof its context
i tsel f as wel l as an enti ty can be interpreted di fferent
depending on the context.

For an example consider two applications dealing with
trucks.A fleetmanagementsystemwould keeptrackabout
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theposition,thefreight, therouteof trucksalongwith other
information, such as the trucks’ maintenance rate, the
assigned driver etc. A navigation system installed in the
individual trucks would also consider the delivery routes
but only for theindividual truck.Otherinformation,suchas
traffic jam information, is used to optimize the navigation
between destinations.

From a context management perspective both applications
may operate on the same context information. The fleet
management system may access the context model to
retrieve all trucks in a given area in order to decide which
truck a given tour should be assigned to. Individual trucks
or driversmaybequeriedfor administrative issues.Thecar
navigation system accesses the context model to update
information as well as to query for individual data relating
the truck and its current position. The point in time is also
crucial information for both applications. The navigation
system will take the current situation into account. Prog-
noses of the traffic situation can be used to improve the
route planning. Thus, the navigation system will access
context data based on time (present and future). The fleet
management system will also access information regarding
the current time and the future for planning of tours. In
addition to that, history plays an important role in order to
account for transportation costs and for issuing invoices.
Similar synergy can be found between different personal
applications like tourist guides, personal navigation sys-
tems, augmented real i ty appl ications or smart environ-
ments.

Based on the scenario above we can derive that context
information is accessed based on three major criteria:

• The identity of the entities
• The location of entities
• The time where the information is relevant
Becauseof theimportantroleof identity, location,andtime
to the organisation of context models, we refer to these as
primary context. The role of primary context in context
management obviously is the indexing of context informa-
tion. Further information of entities can be accessed once
they arefoundusingtheprimaryindex. Theadditionalcon-
text information, e.g., load of a truck, a person’s e-mail
address, the vacancy of a taxi, are denoted as secondary
context, evenif they aremorerelevant in a distinctapplica-
tion domain. Possible combinations of accessing context
information are (location, time), (identity, time), or (iden-
tity, location, time). Note,that time maybeusedimplicitly,

e.g.,anindex mayonly referto adistinctlocation.Thetime
can then be interpreted as the current status of the context
information related with the index.

The notion of primary and secondary context does not
imply therelevanceof context informationfrom anapplica-
tion perspective.

Context-aware applications can make use of context in
many ways. The fol lowing definition captures common
understanding of context-aware applications [7, 6, 11].

Definition Context-Aware Application: An application is
context-aware if it adapts its behavior depending on the
context.

Notethatin ontology-basedsystems,thetermagent is used
for both human users and software that interacts with the
system. These will only differ in the way the context infor-
mationis usedandprocessed.An application,e.g.,for nav-
igation, will make use of positioning data in coordinates
and derive information which are more suitable for users,
such as a street name. The user can then choose further
information, e.g., shops or restaurants, based on this infor-
mation.If individualuserprofilesarestored,thesystemcan
provide a selection—basedon this context information—as
well.

Basedon this definition,four classesof context-awareapp-
licationscanbeisolated,which eitherselectinformationor
services, change their presentation, or issue some action
based on context, or tag information to context:

Context-based selection:Information and services which
are used by an application are selected based on context
information, such as a user’s preference, their physical
proximity (the next printer) or relevance to the user (public
transport schedules from the next bus stop, touristic infor-
mation, e.g. [12, 13]).

Context-based presentation:The way which and how
informationis presentedto theuserdependson thecontext.
A navigation system may change the way information is
displayed based on the speed of traveling from a map to a
directionbasedoutputusingarrows or to audiooutputonly
in order not to distract the user (e.g. [14]).

Context-based action: In contrast to context-aware pre-
sentation where a user is explicitly involved in the interac-
tion with an application context-based action al lows to
automatical ly react to changes in the context wi thout
prompting the user. Examples are applications which auto-
matically forwardmessagesto thedevicesin a user’s prox-
imity, facility management systems which adjust light and
heating conditions to user preferences (e.g. [15]).

Context-based tagging:In contrast to selection, presenta-
tion, and action, which lead to an immediate change in the
behavior of an application, tagging of information to con-
text allows a later action based on this information (e.g.
Stick-E-Notes [16], GeoNotes [17], or Virtual Information
Towers [13]).

CONTEXT MODELS
A general model for the relation between the physical
world and context-aware applications based on contextFigure 1: Context Model



modelsis depictedin Figure1. Thecontext modelasshown
in Figure 1 separates applications from the process of sen-
sor processing and context fusion. Moreover, this allows a
numberof applicationsto sharethegatheredcontext. Note,
thatthis is aconceptualmodelanddependingon theunder-
lying system, i.e., based on an infrastructure or ad hoc net-
work, and the way applications make use of the context
information the instances of this model may differ.

For example,context canbemanagedby applicationswith-
outproviding meansfor sharing.A numberof suchapplica-
tions wi l l manage thei r local context models. Other
applications may not build an explicit context model but
directly accesssensorinformationandprocesstheobtained
context information directly. In the remaining part of this
section we assume context information to be available via
appropriate representations in a context model and discuss
access to context information, the spatial organization, and
classify context models.

Conte xt access
Queries to a context model should support the selection of
entities based on primary context as depicted in Figure 2.
Depending on the application requirements, not all query
typeshave to besupported.If accessto context information
of thepastof futureis notanissue,thecontext modelsonly
store the current state reflecting the present time—or the
timewherethecontext modelhasbeencaptured—basedon
state from the physical world.

The service models supported should not only allow for
queries in the pull-model but also allow for asynchronous
communication. Spatial events [15] are an example where
applications are notified about changes in the context and
receive a notification. A spatial event is defined by a predi-
cate which operates on context data. This allows to raise
actions based on changes in the context model which are
typically triggered by state changes in the physical world.

Spatial or ganization
One important aspect of context information is related to
location.This includesthepositionof entitiesaswell asthe
spatial relation to other entities. Such relations cover the
inclusionin adistinctareaor rangeandthedistanceto other
entities. Typical queries a context management platform
should support with respect to location are according to
[18]:

Position: Retrieve the position of an object. Examples are
Where is John?,What is the position of printer PHP13?.

Range:A number of objects which are located in a spatial
range are retrieved. Examples are What objects are on
Floor 2 of the Computer Science Faculty Building? which
includes all objects in the rooms on the second floor as
well.

Nearest Neighbor:These queries offer a l ist of one or
more objects which are closest to the position of an object.
Queries for the next printer, restaurant, or gas station thus
become possible.

Although these queries at first seem simple and obviously
necessary for a variety of context-aware applications, their
efficient processing depends on the underlying spatial
structureandtheinvolvedcoordinatesby thepositioninfor-
mation. Position information is obtained by positioning
systems which track mobile objects and report their posi-
tion to a location management system. In general, two
kinds of coordinates are supported by positioning systems:

Geometric coordinates:Represent points or areas in a
metric space, such as WGS 84 coordinates of GPS which
represent the latitude, longitude, and elevation above sea
level of mobile objects. Using geometric functions such as
the Euclidian distance allows calculating distances and
allows for nearest neighbor queries. Overlaps of geometric
figures can be used to specify ranges by their geometric
extension and determine whether ranges are included in
each other which allows for range queries.

Symbolic coordinates:Symbol ic coordinates are repre-
sentedby anidentifier, suchasa roomnumberor theID of
acell or accesspoint in wirelesstelephoneor localareanet-
works.In contrastto geometriccoordinatesthereis no spa-
tial relation offered by symbolic coordinates. In order to
allow spatialreasoningaboutinclusion(for ranges)anddis-
tances (for nearest neighbors) explicit information about
the spatial relations between pairs of symbolic coordinates
has to be provided. Note that this location model also is
applicableif thereis no explicit modelingof spacebut only
by relations between objects (as in [19])

Location models are used to define spatial relations
between locations. In general, locations can be determined
by a symbolicidentifierbut alsoby a geometricallydefined
location. The latter al lows expressing spatial relations
which arenot coveredby theunderlyingmetricon geomet-
ric coordinates. Choosing a suitable location model for the
spatial structure of a context model is important for two
reasons.First, thepossiblespatialqueriesalongtheprimary
context location depend on the location model. Secondly,
the integration of two or more context models has to pro-
vide a mapping from one location model into another. This
allows spatial queries across the objects with possibly dif-
ferent location information provided by different position-
ing system as basic coordinates or di f ferent spatial
relationships modeled in graphs or hierarchies.

Conte xt model c lassification
Context models and their corresponding management
architectures can be classified ([6] or Figure 3) along the
dimensions of:

Figure 2: Queries to a context model



Spatial scope:Denotesthespatialareawhich is coveredby
the context model. This area can range from rooms in a
smart environment over smart homes to global scope.

Complexity of abstractions:Refers to the level of detail
and the details which are provided by the context model.
Complex modelcouldincorporatehighly detailed3D mod-
els of buildings whereas simple 2D models are commonly
used, e.g., in navigation systems.

Dynamism: The rate in which updates to information in
the context model is supported typically depends on the
providedcomplexity andscope.Cell-phonenetworksallow
for high dynamismwith respectto themanagedpositionof
mobileusersbut rely on a rathersimplecontext modelrep-
resenting the position of users in terms of the cells their
mobile terminal is logged in.

These properties indicate that different kinds of context
management are possible depending on the complexity of
context information,thespatialscope,andthedynamismin
which changes occur. Scalability of context management
typical ly leads to a restriction in one of the properties.
There are only few projects so far addressing context man-
agement for large scale, highly complex, and highly
dynamic context i nformation, e.g. Nexus [20] and
ContextWeaver [22].

The interpretation of context information stored in a con-
text model requires a common understanding, especially, if
the context information is used by more than one informa-
tion and may be supplied by third parties.

Context models differ in the way semantics of the context
information is represented. Some offer explicit notions of
context types,e.g.,theGUIDE project[12] usesaugmented
HTML documents carrying the information about objects,
Nexus uses an extensible class schema allowing for multi-
ple inheritance[21]. Otherareconfiguredtowardstheneeds
of an application or application domain and do not provide
explicit information about the context type. For instance,
thecontext toolkit [3] configuresthesensorsandthefusion
elements in an application specific way and does not foster
context sharing. Applications making use of context infor-
mation have to know about the type and interpretation of
the context data.

Commonto bothapproaches—implicitandexplicit seman-
tic represenation—is that the context types are typically
obtained from domain knowledge, e.g. use case analyses.
The representation of context follows the requirements of
thedatamanagement.Typically, choosingbenignrepresen-
tations for further context processing, like fusion, aggrega-
tion, or in general reasoning, is not an issue for these
systems.Thisbringsusto thenext sectionwhereontologies
are discussed with respect to their use and relation to con-
text-aware computing.

CONTEXTUAL ONTOLOGIES
There are already some approaches that support or imple-
ment context-aware applications by ontologies. They con-
sider ontologies as a key requirement for building context-
awareapplications:they enableknowledgesharing,reason-
ing aboutcontextual informationandthereforinteroperabil-
ity between applications.

The Context Broker architecture (CoBrA) proposed in [8]
is based on the ontology COBRA-ONT. It incorporates
classes about physical places, agents (both humans and
software), the location context of agents and the activity of
agents.CoBrA focusesonscenarioswherepeopleonauni-
versity campus come together in a meeting and it needs 41
OWL classesand36 propertiesfor modelingits knowledge
base.

CONON[10] is anothercontext ontologyfor context-aware
applications. It provides an upper context ontology that
capturesgeneralconceptsaboutbasiccontext, andalsopro-
videsextensibility for addingdomain-specificontologyin a
hierachicalmanner. In aprototype,aspecificontologyfor a
smart home application domain was implemented using
contains 197 OWL classes.

Andrew U. Frank proposes in [5] 5 tiers of ontologies that
we considervery usefulto discusstherelationshipbetween
context models and ontologies (see table1).

Tier 0 is theontologyof thephysicalreality. It containsthe
assumption that there is exactly one real world; hence, for
every property in the world and for a given point in time-
space there is a single value.

Tier 1 includes observations of reality. This is the first tier
that can be accessed in computational systems. Here, a
value can be derived at a location with a given observation
type. The type determines the measurement scale of the
value (e.g. nominal or rational) and the measurement unit
(e.g. meters or seconds). For spatial values, also a coordi-

Figure 3: Classification of context models

Table 1: The five tiers of ontology according to [5]

Ontology Tier 0: Physical Reality
reality :: world –> property –> spacePoint –> timePoint –> value

Ontology Tier 1: Observable Reality
observation :: world –> observationType –> location –> value

Ontology Tier 2: Object World
observation :: id –> time –> observationType –> value

Ontology Tier 3: Social Reality
getname :: object –> name
findObject :: name –> environment –> object

Ontology Tier 4: Cognitive Agents
rules used or deduction



natesystemsmustbegiven.Valuesnormallyhavea limited
accuracy due to observation errors.

In tier 2, single observations are grouped together to indi-
vidual objects that are defined by uniform properties. Now,
the value of an observation is the state of a whole object,
given by an id. Andrew U. Frank only considers physical
objects in this tier, i.e. "things which exist in the physical
world and can be observed by observation methods“ . They
have a geometric boundary in the world, but it can change
over time (e.g. dunes or fluids).

Until now, the ontology tiers cover data that can be seen as
objective reality—you can send out a team of geographers
or studentsto modelphysicalobjectsandthey will cometo
anagreementabouttheirobservations.In tier 3, thesocially
constructedreality is represented.Socialreality includesall
the objects and relations which are created by social inter-
actions. These are properties that are classified and named
within the context of administrative, legal or institutional
rules. Object names belong to this tier since they are
assignedby culture;for many importantthings(but not all)
there are functions to determine the name and to find the
object by name in a certain environment.

Finally, in tier 4 therulesaremodeledthatareusedby cog-
nitiveagents(bothhumanandsoftware)for deduction.This
tier is normally built into database query languages, appli-
cations or inference engines of knowledge based systems.

DISCUSSION
In this section we discuss the basic properties of context
models and ontologies. Based on some facts and derived
hypotheses a combined approach integrating context mod-
els and ontologies is proposed.

Facts and Hypotheses
First, let us present some basic facts about context models
and ontologies.

Fact 1: Context modelscanbelarge.Roadnetworksfor car
navigation—although rather static—provide scalability for
a complete country up to global scale. Other examples are
location management of mobile terminals in cellular net-
works, Nexus [20] and ContextWeaver [22] (Figure 3).

Fact 2: Knowledge bases of contextual ontologies are
rathersmall—comparedto context models.TheCoBrA and
CONONontologiespresentedin thelastsectionserveasan
example where a rather restricted model is used to reflect
the semantic reasoning for a specific environment. There
is—to the best of our knowledge—no global or large scale
approach for ontology-based context management.

Fact 3: Sharing of context information is imperative. The
example of the road network shows that current informa-
tion—whichobviously is expensive to beobtained—canbe
made available at little cost due to the economy of scale.
Clearly, this forces applications to rely on common stan-
dardsandrepresentationsin orderto reusetheinformation.
Also, managementplatformshave to dealwith a high num-
ber of users and requests especially in case of distributed
anddynamicinformation—incontrastto anavigationDVD
which is localandstatic.Basedonthesefactswecanderive
two hypotheses:

Thesis 1:Ontologies provide sophisticated concepts for
knowledge representation and reasoning. This is a tier 4
feature. The scalable management of context information,
i.e., especially on tier 0-3, however, is not a core feature of
ontology-based context management.

Thesis 2:Context models allow scalable context manage-
ment. The knowledge representation of context models is
typically rather straight-forward and does not provide suit-
able means for reasoning concepts.

A combined appr oach
Our proposed architecture combines the strengths of both
approaches while trying not to carry the specific weak-
nesses into the resul ting archi tecture. Context models
clearly are well suited to query for information regarding a
distinctspatialareaandrelatedobjects.Figure4 shows our
proposed architecture where the tiers of ontologies are
mapped to layers in the management architecture.

Context models are responsible to integrate context infor-
mation obtained from different sources, e.g., sensors, geo-
informationsystems,etc.into local context models(tier 1).
To facilitate the sharing of context models a federation of
these local context models has to be established. Clearly,
this requires a common standard of context representation
(tier 2, 3) as well as adequate query languages. This archi-
tecture so far looks like some approaches already existing
in context aware computing. The layers above the federa-
tion tier can make use of the context information, e.g., an
applicationdirectly interfacesto thecontext information.In
order to allow for reasoning based on context information
an integration of the context information into a suitable
ontology is required.

Thekey idearepresentedin Figure4 is theprojectionof the
context information used by the reasoning layer into a glo-
bal and scalable context management system. The context
modelsresidingbelow thereasoninglayerprovide thenec-
essary information for a distinct reasoning task and thus
reduce the complexity of the context information used in
the reasoning process. The reasoning layer requests the
required context information for a distinct reasoning task
from theunderlyingfederationlayer. Thereasoninglayeris
formed by ei ther appl ications or a distinct inference
machine which can be reused by a number of applications.

Figure 4: A combined approach



Similar to thefederationwhichprovidesmeansfor reuseon
tier 3 an inference machine enables reuse on tier 4.

The current activities in ontology-based context manage-
ment and context models are promising w.r.t. their specific
strengths. The combination of both approaches requires a
clear understanding of the responsibilities of tier 3 and 4
and their representation in the corresponding layers in our
proposed architecture.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Efficient context management and context representations
that support for reasoning over context have been investi-
gated separately so far. An analysis of ontology tiers and
their corresponding responsibil i ties showed that a com-
binedapproachis possiblemitigatingtheweaknessesof the
singleapproaches.Context modelsallow to providecontext
informationefficiently to reasoningbasedon ontologies.In
orderto realizesuchanapproachwewill investigatetransi-
tions between both context representations—context mod-
els and contextual ontologies.
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